Manual Instruction for
AU08-DL13W/W/S, AU08-DL13W/S/S
AU08-DL30W/W/S, AU08-DL40W/W/S
Remote Control System
The LED remote controller is used to adjust LED down lights brightness and color
temperature within a distance of up to 20 meters.
Please read carefully on the instruction before you use this product.
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1. Product Image
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2. Setting Up
Please follow these steps to ensure installation is done correctly:
2.1 Battery Installation
·Press the battery cover on the back of the remote slightly to pull the cover out of
the remote controller.
·Insert two pieces AAA battery as shown in the picture.
·Put the battery cover back on.
2.2 LED Lamp Installation:
· Take the LED down lights out from the package.
· Switch off the power supply before installation.
· Replace the original light with the LED down lights..
· Switch on the power supply to the LED down lights.
2.3 Led down lights and remote programming:
Code matching & code clearing, group division and control.
Tips: Please note that the LED down lights and remote controller must be code
matched before operation. Each circuit on the controller is able to control up to
100 down lights. There are 4 circuits on each remote which means one remote can
control up to 400 down lights. Please see as indicated in the diagram below.
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- Programming (code matching and code clearing) and group division

·Select down lights which need to be group controlled, switch off the
power supply at the wall switch for 10 seconds and switch on again, at
the moment it’s switched on (within 3 seconds), press the upper side of
the button on remote
“CH1,CH2,CH3 or CH4”you want to use ,the
light will “flash slowly for three times” to confirm it is matched.
·Repeat above steps until all the down lights are grouped on different
channels.
2.4 Group control with remote controller
After finishing code matching and grouping between the down lights and
controllers, these actions can be done wirelessly:
·Press button “ON”

, all the down lights will be switched ON.

·As above, press “The Middle Panel Button”
, to adjust the lamp
brightness in one colour temperature and change colour from warm
white to cool white. Up/ Down button for brightness in one colour
temperature, Left/ Right button for different colour temperature
conversion.
·To adjust brightness to the maximum level press and hold “ON”

.

·Press “OFF”
to turn off all down lights at the same time.
·Press and hold “CH1,CH2,CH3 or CH4”
, all lights in this
group will be adjusted to the brightest state at the same time.
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·Press and hold “CH1,CH2,CH3 or CH4 ”
lights in this group at the same time.

, to turn off all

2.5. Night Lamp Mode
This LED remote controlled down lights has Night mode function.
 Press and hold “ OFF ”

, all down lights will turn to night mode

at the same time.
 Press and hold “CH1,CH2,CH3 or CH4 ”

, to adjust all lights in

this group to Night mode at the same time.
Tips: Each light consume about 0.4W with Night mode
2.6. To Clear Code and Re-group
If the layout of the room has changed or for different preference, group
setting must be reset. Before re-group, address code for the remote
controlled down lights will need to be cleared.
Select the down lights whose code need to be cleared, turn off the power supply at
the wall Switch for 10 seconds and turn on again, at the moment it’s turned on
(within 3 seconds), press button “ ON”

. Relevant lamp will flash quickly for

6 times to confirm the code has been cleared successfully.
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3. Replacement
3.1 Replacing Battery
Replacing Battery does not affect its original match-up and group.
After new battery is inserted, it can be used directly.

3.2 Replace or add LED Remote controlled down lights
If LED lights need to be added, newly installed LED down lights need to be code
matched and re-group again.
 Turn off the power supply.
 Add the new LED down lights and carefully install.
 Turn on the power supply at the wall switch.
 Operate again exactly according to "2.3 code matching and grouping".
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